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Artist:   Various Artists 

Title:   RV Trax Vol. 2 

Label:   R&S Records 

Release date:  3rd August 2018 

Cat:   RSRV02 

Formats:  Digital  

  

R&S founder Renaat Vandepapeliere launches part two of his new series RV Trax, an imprint to reflect the sound of his DJ 

sets and to give a platform to artists not based on social media likes or online hype. 

 

Finally succumbing to the temptation to try his own hand at rocking the crowd his DJ sets have seen him assemble a treasure 

trove of unreleased music that will now find a very personal home on RV Trax.  Emblazoned with the Belgian national colours 

of black, yellow and red these tracks proudly flaunt their 'floor-filling dynamics.   

 

Part two explores classic House and Techno sounds from artists based in France, Italy and England. 

 

Wavescape is Paul Weston who first appeared under this name in the golden era of original UK tech-house releasing alongside 

the likes of Ian O'Brien and Downlink on labels like Solid groove records and Mark Ambrose’s Crayon records.  ’Voyager’ is 

classic jazz-techno that wouldn’t look at of place on an import with the 313 postcode stamp. 

 

A-Sim is a brand new artist from France who has just released a debut EP on Frankfurt’s Rawax making him label mates with 

the likes of Gigi Galaxy, Marco Bernardi and Neil Landstrumm - all artists he shares some DNA with.  ‘Love & Hate’ is slinky 

deep electro that also takes inspiration from UK bass. 

 

Marc Vain drops some trademark deep techno that makes it clear why he has picked up high profile fans like Anthony Shakir, 

Sean Deason, Terrence Parker and Jay Denham over the years. 

 

Blackstone is a new artist from Italy who supplies a lively drum track dj tool.  Mix it up don’t play it raw. 

 

Tracklist: 

 

01. Wavescape - Voyager 

02. A-Sim – Love & Hate 

03. Marc Vain – Samurai 

04. Blackstone – Samba Oscura 


